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Abstract 
In general, relative permeability data can be obtained from laboratory coreflooding experiments. Such experimental 
data can be interpreted analytically or numerically. Compared to analytical methods, when the numerical inversion 
methods are applied to interpret the coreflooding experimental data, the reservoir performance obtained prior to and 
after breakthrough can be utilized comprehensively, the capillary effects and the heterogeneity of core samples can 
also be taken into account, so the estimated result is not only accurate but also complete. Moreover, the numerical 
inversion methods can be applied to large-scale reservoirs. This article introduces systematically the methodology of 
numerical inversion methods, and then reviews the present research status. Finally, several proposals of implicitly 
estimating relative permeability data are put forward from aspects of optimization algorithms’ properties, estimation 
of endpoint saturations and treatment scale by automatic history matching. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In general, relative permeability data can be obtained from laboratory coreflooding experiments. 
However, owing to the limitation of assumptions, the accuracy of relative permeability data obtained by 
analytical methods is relatively low. In order to improve reliability of the estimated results, a novel 
technique, history matching, where relative permeabilities as well as absolute permeability, and porosity 
are adapted using a reservoir simulator was introduced to achieve a reservoir representation in an 
agreement with the observed reservoir performance after the 1960s. Sigmund and McCaffery[1] were the 
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first to apply nonlinear regression to solve the problem of history matching laboratory coreflooding data. 
Moreover, Chavent et al[2] also made thorough studies on the estimation of relative permeability curves 
using numerical inversion methods. Recently, Chen et al[3-4] did a lot of work in the aspects of relative 
permeability representation models and optimization methods. Li et al.[5-6] estimated relative permeability 
curves by matching pressure and water cut data using optimization methods, e.g., the conjugate gradient 
algorithm. In addition, Yao et al.[7] made a thorough study on optimization methods such as the EnKF 
algorithm and the gradient-based algorithms. This article introduces systematically the methodology of 
numerical inversion methods, and then reviews the present research status. Finally, several proposals of 
implicitly estimating relative permeability data are put forward from aspects of optimization algorithms’ 
properties, estimation of endpoint saturations and treatment scale by automatic history matching. 
2. Methodology 
The basic idea of implicitly estimating relative permeability curves is depicted as the following: select 
reservoir performance to establish a least-squares objective function; determine a relative permeability 
representation model; with the assistance of a simulator, use an optimization algorithm to subsequently 
adjust the controlling parameters of the representation model to minimize the objective function, and thus 
estimate relative permeability curves implicitly.  
2.1. Establishment of objective function 
Based on the theory that the predicted data should be in agreement with the observed, a least-squares 
objective function must be established to implicitly estimate relative permeability curves, which can be 
expressed as: 
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Where 
→β is a ( 1×n ) vector of the unknown parameters; →Y is a ( 1×n ) vector of the observed data; 
→
F is a 
( 1×n ) vector of the predicted data; Wis a ( nn× ) covariance matrix. For the inversion history matching 
problems, the objective function J is usually nonlinear, and the controlling vector 
→β should be limited to 
certain rational range according to actual situation. 
As to the estimation of relative permeability curves, most researchers utilize both pressure data and 
production data to establish the objective function; a few of researchers discuss the feasibility of using 
pressure or production data only. For example, Watson et al[8] estimated oil-water relative permeability 
curves by matching water cut data of a linear flow system only. They found that there is considerable 
uncertainty in the estimated result when only water cut data is matched, but that the uncertainty is less 
when both pressure and water cut data are matched. Chen et al[9] also made a thorough study on the 
uncertainty of using different reservoir performance to estimate relative permeability curves. They found 
that it is easier to obtain an accurate estimate of the sensitivity of cumulative oil production to parameters 
than to obtain a good estimate of the sensitivity of the instantaneous oil (or water) rate to model 
parameters. Barroeta and Thompson[10] made a preliminary study on the feasibility of matching pressure 
data prior to and after water breakthrough only. They found that the results obtained while matching 
pressure only were better than those from matching volumetric data only. After the 1990s, Chardaire et 
al[11] proposed a new method to estimate oil-water relative permeability curves using pressure drop, local 
saturation profile and cumulative production data as observation data. 
2.2. Selection of optimization algorithms 
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Among the inverse history matching problems, the commonly used optimization algorithms include 
gradient-based algorithms, stochastic algorithms and hybrid algorithms. 
When using the gradient-based algorithms for optimization, the search direction is determined by 
computing the Hessian matrix or gradient of the objective function. Due to their efficiency and favorable 
convergence, the gradient-based algorithms have been widely used in automatic history matching. 
Moreover, the time spent in computing the gradient is longest, so how to obtain the gradient rapidly and 
accurately is the key to improve convergence speed. For history matching of large-scale reservoirs, the 
objective function is so complex, even implicit, that numerical methods must be utilized to compute the 
gradient. Once the gradient is obtained, optimization algorithms, e.g., the LBFGS algorithm can be used 
to adjust the controlling parameters automatically. 
Stochastic algorithms are heuristic algorithms constructed by certain intuitive basis, which are suitable 
for the complex problems whose objective function is difficult to express explicitly. The commonly 
methods include genetic algorithm[12], particle swarm optimization algorithm[13], and so on. However, the 
application of stochastic algorithms relies on properties of practical problems and researchers’ experience, 
and it is difficult to summarize the rules. The global optimal solution can be found using stochastic 
algorithms, but it may take hundreds or thousands of simulation runs for the calculation to converge, 
which makes such methods infeasible in field-case history matching. 
Hybrid algorithms are combinations of several optimization algorithms, which make up for their own 
deficiencies. Compared with the gradient-based and stochastic algorithms, both the computation accuracy 
and the convergence speed can be preferably guaranteed, which makes them hopeful to be applied for 
history matching on large-scale fields. The main methods include the EnKF algorithm[14], the EnOpt 
algorithm[15], and so on. However, they are still at exploring stage. 
It is usually according to petrophysical properties of reservoirs to select the optimization algorithms. 
Moreover, whether it is easy to implement must also be taken into account. In general, the gradient-based 
algorithms which have high efficiency and rapid convergence speed should be considered in priority. 
When the objective function is so complex that it is difficult to compute its gradient, it is feasible to select 
the stochastic algorithms for optimization. Furthermore, the hybrid algorithms or parallel computation 
techniques can also be utilized to improve convergence speed. 
2.3. Construction of relative permeability representation model 
When implicitly estimating relative permeability data, an accurate relative permeability representation 
model is required. The following two requirements are necessary in regard to the representation model: (1) 
the model must be capable of representing the actual shape of the relative permeability curves; (2) the 
model must be controlled by a limited number of controlling parameters. According to whether it is 
required to assume the shape of the relative permeability curves, there are two main categories in the 
representation models: the parametric model and the non-parametric model. 
The parametric model uses explicit equations to generate the relative permeability curves, assuming 
the relative permeability curves fit into the shape of a certain type of functional model. Due to its 
simplicity, the power law model[16] has been widely used to depict relative permeability curves, the basic 
idea of which is to approximate the actual relative permeability curves using power-law representations. 
In the exponential model[17], an exponential function  is utilized to approximate the true curves. Similar to 
the power-law model, the exponential model is also controlled by six parameters. It is found that the 
accuracy of the exponential model is higher than that of the power-law model. However, the model has 
not been used widely due to its complex structure. 
The non-parametric model is far more general and flexible as there is no assumption regarding the 
shape of the relative permeability curves (e.g., the cubic spline model and B-spline model). In the cubic 
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spline model[18], the cubic splines is used to generate the relative permeability curves. The B-spline 
model[19] divides the study area into several intervals, and utilize a piecewise continuous cubic 
polynomial to represent the true curves of every interval. Figure 1(a) reflects its local fitting feature. Chen 
et al[20] further developed the B-spline model, and proposed a cubic uniform B-spline model. Compared 
with classical B-spline model, the model is far more general and flexible. Figure 1(b) is the relative 
permeability curves generated from the uniform B-spline model. Recently, the uniform B-spline model 
has been the most commonly used representation model. 
                              
Fig. 1. (a) feature of B-spline model’s local fitting; (b)  relative permeability curves generated from the uniform B-spline model
When implicitly estimating three-phase relative permeabilities, the two-phase relative permeability 
curves for an oil-gas system and oil-water system must be depicted by representation models. Moreover, 
it is necessary to establish a relationship to calculate the three-phase relative permeabilities. Stone[21]
made a thorough study on percolation characteristics of multiphase fluid, and developed a modified Stone 
II model. At present, the modified Stone II model has been widely used to determine three-phase relative 
permeability curves. 
3. Estimation of relative permeability curves at different scales 
Relative permeability data can be obtained from laboratory coreflooding experiments or the actual 
production data. The research status of estimating relative permeability curves implicitly at different 
scales will be reviewed in the following. 
3.1. Estimation of relative permeability curves from laboratory experiments 
Compared to analytical methods, when numerical inversion methods are applied to laboratory 
experiments, the reservoir performance obtained prior to and after breakthrough can be utilized 
comprehensively, the capillary effects and the heterogeneity can also be considered, so the estimated 
result is not only accurate but also complete. 
Similar to Sigmund and McCaffer’s[1] research, Kerig[18] also considered a problem of history 
matching laboratory coreflooding data. They used cubic splines to parameterize relative permeability 
curves and compared the estimates obtained with the power-law estimates. Watson et al.[19] also did a lot 
of work in aspects of estimating relative permeability curves from laboratory experiments, while the 
capillary effects are considered. Moreover, the heterogeneity can also be taken into account. Li Heng et 
al.[22] proposed a novel technique to implicitly estimate the absolute and relative permeability by history 
matching laboratory coreflooding data with the EnKF algorithm.  
3.2.  Estimation of relative permeability curves on coarse-scale reservoirs 
Due to the scale difference between the core samples and the reservoir, and the difference between the 
reservoir condition and the laboratory condition, the relative permeability curves obtained from laboratory 
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experiments may not be representative of the flow features at the field-scale. Therefore, many researchers 
studied on estimation of relative permeability curves on coarse-scale reservoirs. 
Lee and Seinfeld[23] considered the simultaneous estimation of the absolute and relative permeability 
for a two-dimensional, two-phase flow system. Yang and Watson[24] implicitly estimated the relative 
permeability curves using a Bayesian approach with relative permeability functions modeled as a linear 
combination of B-splines. Okano et al.[25] proposed a methodology to estimate relative permeability at the 
coarse scale using the neighborhood approximation for algorithm. Li et al[26] implemented a procedure to 
implicitly estimate absolute and relative permeability using Bayesian estimation to generate estimates.  
Reynolds and Oliver[27] presented a procedure to estimate relative permeability curves together with 
the absolute permeability by history matching three-phase production data. The power law model was 
used to generate two-phase relative permeability curves, and the three-phase relative permeability was 
calculated from the modified Stone II model. Eydinov et al[28] further developed the technique, and 
estimated relative permeability curves with gridblock porosities and permeabilities simultaneously.  
4. Conclusion and recommendations 
With the advent of modern computer technology, the numerical inversion methods have been widely 
used to estimate relative permeability curves implicitly at different scales. As to their shortages, several 
proposals are put forward in the following. 
Further development of optimization algorithms’ properties  Properties of optimization algorithms 
have great influence on treatment scale of history matching. The traditional optimization algorithms can 
not satisfy the convergence speed. Recently, with the development of the gradient-based and hybrid 
algorithms, the treatment scale has been improved to a certain extent. But when dealing with inversion 
problems with large variables, it may take thousands or millions of simulation runs to converge. 
Therefore, how to consider the convergence speed and computation accuracy simultaneously still needs 
be studied thoroughly. It is suggested that the research should focus on further development of hybrid 
optimization algorithms and parallel computation techniques. 
Estimation accurately of the endpoint saturations  The initial conditions are so sensitive to endpoint 
saturations that the endpoint saturations were often assumed to be known in previous studies. If the prior 
information for endpoint saturations is not enough, the computation accuracy can not be guaranteed. 
Therefore, when lacking of the prior information, estimation accurately of the endpoint saturations 
remains a challenge. If endpoint saturations are included as parameters, we advise to consider the fact that 
initial conditions are sensitive to endpoint saturations by modifying the optimization algorithms. 
Further enlargement of treatment scale by automatic history matching  It is manifested as three-
dimensional, three-phase flow in actual reservoirs. However, the related researches mainly focus on 
estimating relative permeability curves from laboratory experiments or 2D synthetic cases. Relatively 
fewer researches have been carried out on estimation of relative permeability curves by automatic history 
matching three-dimensional, three-phase production data. With the advent of efficient optimization 
algorithms, estimation of relative permeability curves by history matching three-dimensional production 
data should be studied deeply. 
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